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NOTE
THE COOPERATIVE APARTMENT IN GOVERNMENT-
ASSISTED LOW-MIDDLE INCOME HOUSING
Intensified urbanization combined with rapid population growth has
resulted in a mounting demand from the entire spectrum of income groups 1
for decent urban housing. Of course, upper income families have been
able to obtain the housing of their choice, and low income families have
received assistance in the form of low-rent public housing projects.2 How-
ever, despite governmental attempts 8 to stimulate housing construction
generally, the needs of families in the low-middle income bracket-3,500 to
$6,500-have been neglected.4 Land acquisition and construction costs
compounded with the desire of investors to capture the sizeable returns
available in luxury housing 5 have precluded extensive private activity in
low-middle income housing. Thus, both state and federal governments
have sought to lower financing costs for such housing by protecting invest-
ments through tax subsidies and loan insurance while restricting invest-
ment returns.6 Nevertheless, financing as well as land and construction
costs still prevent private sources from adequately serving the low-middle
income housing market; 7 in response, some public bodies have formulated
1 NATIONAL Ass'N OF HOmE BUILDERS, HOUSING ALMANAc 8-9 (1957); see
HAUSER, POPULATION PERsPEcTrvEs 96-98 (1960). See generally THE EXPLODING
METROPOLIS (Fortune ed. 1958).2 HHFA, PUBLIC HOUSING FACT SHEET (Feb. 1962); see Robinson & Robinson,
State Aid for Housing, 1949 Wis. L. Rrv. 462, 464-65.
3 For histories of state and federal housing assistance, see WENDT, HOUSING
POLICY-THE SEARCH FOR SOLUTION 145-204 (1962); Riesenfeld & Eastlund, Public
Aid to Housing and Land Redevelopment, 34 MINN. L. Rv. 610 (1950).
4 Hearings on Various Bills To Amend the Federal Housing Laws Before a
Subcommittee of the Senate Committee on Banking and Currency, 87th Cong., 1st
Sess. 247, 321 (1961) [hereinafter cited as 1961 Senate Hearings] (statement of Dr.
Weaver). According to census figures, almost one-half million families in the $4,000
to $6,000 income bracket are living in substandard housing. Hearings on H.R. 6028,
H.R. 5300, & H.R. 6423, Before the Subcommittee on Housing of the House Coln-
mittee on Banking and Currency, 87th Cong., 1st Sess. 165 (1961) [hereinafter cited
as 1961 House Hearings].
5 1961 House Hearings 177 (testimony of Mayor Wagner); 5 NAT'L CONF. CooP.
Hous. REF. 22 (1962). For an interesting discussion of the use of debt financing to
obtain a high return on a relatively small investment, see RATCLIFF, PRIVATE INVEST-
MENT IN URBAN REDEVELOPMENT 12 (1961).
6 E.g., 52 Stat. 9 (1938), as amended, 12 U.S.C. §§ l707-15s (1958), as amended,
12 U.S.C. §§ 17 07-15w (Supp. II, 1960), as amended, 12 U.S.C.A. §§ 1707-15y (Supp.
1961) (mortgage insurance) ; N.J. STAT. ANN. § 55:16-18 (Supp. 1961) (tax exemp-
tion). Tax benefits result in a safer investment by maling the housing a better
bargain, hence more salable.
7 1961 House Hearings 333-35 (statement of Mr. Keith) ; 1961 House Hearings
669 (statement of Mr. Eichler); Mitchell, Foreword to N.Y. PRIv. Hous. FIN. LAw
at v (1961).
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more liberal plans to cope with the shortages 8 Since the forms of tenure
and ownership employed significantly affect the overall success of the public
effort, this Note will explore those programs of governmental assistance
which utilize the cooperative form with an eye to whether they manifest
a concern for the family inclination to derive some of the tangible and
psychological benefits of home ownership.
I. REDUCING THE COSTS OF URBAN HOUSING
A. Land Costs
Expenditures for land acquisition in metropolitan areas represent a
significant portion of total housing costs.9  Attempts have been made,
therefore, to minimize this expense. For example, real estate has been
assembled through public condemnation 10 in urban renewal projects,"
so that sites for new housing could be acquired without the need to com-
pensate for holdout values claimed by owners who had knowledge of th6
plan to assemble a large tract.'2
An obvious method of reducing land cost per housing unit is to build
a greater number of units on a given area of land-hence, town houses and
high-rise apartment buildings. Such housing results in other economies
of scale including the utilization of common facilities.'3  In order to realize
these savings, however, the occupants' interests in their own dwelling units
must be defined and the areas of common use delineated. The form most
commonly used-the landlord-tenant relationship-is unsatisfactory in that
the landlord must invest a large sum of money on a long-term basis and
8 E.g., Housing Act of 1961, § 221(d) (3), 75 Stat f50 (1961), 12 U.S.C.A.
§ 17151(d) (3); CONg. GEN. STAT. ANN. §§ 8-69 to -94 (1958); N.J. STAT. ANN.
§§ 55:16-1 to -22 (Supp. 1961).
9 1961 Senate Hearings 638 (testimony of Mr. Keyserling).
20 See, e.g., CoxN. GEN. STAT. ANN. § 8-128 (1958) ; IL.. ANr. STAT. ch. 67Y,
§ 76 (Smith-Hurd 1959). See generally Note, 72 HARv. L. REv. 504, 505, 519 (1959).
-tUnder the urban renewal programs of states and cities, slum, blighted, or
deteriorating areas are singled out for redevelopment or conservation. Urban renewal
projects are planned and executed by local public agencies with the advice and assist-
ance of the federal government. The federal laws on urban renewal constitute title I
of the Housing Act of 1949, §§ 2, 101-10, 63 Stat. 413, as amended, 42 U.S.C. §§1450-63
(Supp. II, 1960), as amended, 42 U.S.C.A. §§ 1450-64 (Supp. 1961). See generally
Foard & Fefferman, Federal Urban Renewal Legislation, 25 LAW & CoNEm. PROB.
635, 653-61 (1960). For a discussion of state programs generally, see Note, Urban
Renewal: Problems of Eliminating and Preventing Urban Deterioration, 72 HARv.
L. REv. 504-13 (1959). Since the federal urban renewal program was enacted as a
part of housing legislation, see' Leach, The Federal Urban Renewal Program: A
Ten-Year Critique, 25 LAw & CoNTEMP. PRoB. 777, 778 (1960), in order for local
renewal plans to qualify for federal grants of % or -Y4 of the net project costs, 75
Stat 165 (1961), 42 U.S.C.A. § 1453(a) (Supp. 1961), the contemplated redevelop-
ment must be "predominantly residential." Otherwise, the upper limit of assistance
is 30%, 73 Stat 675 (1959), as amended, 42 U.S.C.A. § 1460(c) (Supp. 1961). But
there are exceptions for projects involving colleges or hospitals, 75 Stat 169 (1961),
42 U.S.C.A. § 1463 (Supp. 1961).
12 See Davis & Whinston, The Economics of Urban Renewal, 26 LAW & CoNTEmp.
PRoB. 105, 116 (1961).
13 Note, 68 YAI.E L.J. 542, 596-97 (1959).
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expects to be compensated beyond his building and maintenance costs.
Thus, both housing suppliers, who seek a quick return on their invest-
ment,'4 and consumers, who want housing at a lower cost through the
elimination of landlord profits,15 find a mutually satisfactory solution in'
the purchase of the entire property by the occupants as a group who at
the same time undertake the management of the property. 6
B. Forms for Eliminating Landlord Profits
There are a number of possible forms of occupant-ownership of multi-
family structures. The occupants may own the land and building indirectly
through a corporation or trust, or directly either as tenants in common
or joint tenants of the entire property or as owners in fee of their individual
units with the common facilities held in some type of common or corporate
ownership.17  The forms most often used are the cooperative-ownership
of the entire property by a corporation which is in turn owned by the oc-
cupants-and the condominium-individual ownership in fee of the separate
units with the common areas owned collectively.18
1. Cooperative Apartments
The interests and rights as well as the duties and liabilities of each
occupant in the cooperative corporation are defined in the articles of in-
corporation, the corporate by-laws, and the proprietary lease.' 9 Use of the
corporate structure 2 0 necessitates articles of incorporation and by-laws
2 '
which set out rules regulating the conduct of corporate affairs and detail
14 See RATcLIFF, PRIVATE INVESTMENT IN URBAN REDEVELOPMENT 13 (1961);
Thompson, Co-op Housing: N.Y.C. vs. U.S.A., Forum, July 1959, p. 132; Adams,
Flats and Offices: Freehold or Leasehold Titles, 34 N.Z.L.J. 268 (1958).
'5 For illustrations of the savings possible when the landlord is eliminated, see
Marshall & Shapiro, Characteristics of FHA Multifamily Housing, 1949 & 1953-54,
Constr. Rev., Apr. 1956, pp. 4, 9.
16 Estimates of possible savings through the use of cooperative rather than rental
housing range from 15% to 25%. 1961 Senate Hearings 484 (at least 20%) ; VOGEL,
THE Co-op APARTMENT 60 (1960) (20-25%); FCH Company, Inc. Memo., Ad-
vantages of Undertaking Projects as Cooperatives, June 2, 1958, rev. Oct. 14, 1959,
p. 2 (20-25%); 4 NAT'L CONF. COOP. Hous. REP. 8 (1961) (19%).
174 POWELL, REAL PROPERTY 1 632 (1954).
18 Note, Community Apartments: Condominium or Stock Cooperatives?, 50
CAIjF. L. REv. 299-301 (1962).
19 Numerous articles have explained the cooperative structure and analyzed its
legal implications; see, e.g., Yourman, Some Legal Aspects of Cooperative Housing,
12 LAW & CONTEmP. PROB. 126 (1947); Note, 61 HARv. L. REv. 1407 (1948);
Note, 68 YALE L.J. 542, 545-47 (1959).
20 Housing cooperatives are normally incorporated under consumer cooperative
statutes, limited dividend housing company laws, urban redevelopment company laws,
and general corporate laws. Flexner, Cooperative Housing in the United States,
Constr. Rev., June 1958, pp. 4, 5.
21 See, e.g., N.J. STAT. ANN. §§ 55:14D-4, -6 (Supp. 1961); N.J. STAT. ANN.
§ 14:2-1 (1939); N.Y. PRIV. Hous. FIN. LAW §§ 72, 74; N.Y. GEN. CORP. LAW § 7;
cf. People ex rel. Long Island R.R. v. Board of P.R. Comn'rs, 75 App. Div. 106, 108,
77 N.Y. Supp. 380, 381 (1902).
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particular facets of cooperative ownership and management of housing,22
such as the inseparability of the interests acquired through membership in
the corporation and execution of the leasem methods for computing monthly
charges, 4 and conditions on the transfer of the cooperators' interests.2 A
limitation on the corporation's authority to rent space for commercial uses
may also be included to enable the cooperators to enjoy federal income tax
deductions for their share of interest payments and property taxes 2 6 And
if the cooperative's mortgage is insured by the Federal Housing Adminis-
tration (FHA), the articles of incorporation stipulate that the FHA can
assume management of the cooperative should the corporation default in
the performance of its duties imposed by the articles themselves, the by-
laws, and the mortgage.
27
The proprietary lease, or occupancy agreement, is normally long-
term 21--twenty-one years or even perpetual-or short-term with an option
for unlimited renewals." Under the lease, in addition to nominal rent 30
or in lieu of any rent,3 1 the cooperator pays a monthly charge which is his
proportionate share of the corporation's total financing, operating, and
ownership costs.32  Ordinarily, the lease is conditioned so that failure to
make rental payments and other violations of the lease or house rules 3 may
result in termination.3 4 A number of other prerequisites to continued oc-
cupancy are generally regarded as inherent in the cooperative scheme,3 5
but most types of tenant misconduct need not occasion a forfeiture.36
2 2 See FHA, MODEL FORM OF BY-LAws (Form No. 3245, Nov. 1961); VOGEL,
THE Co-op APARTMENT apps. C, D (1960).
23 See FHA, MODEL Foms OF BY-LAws art. III, §§ 5, 6 (Form No. 3245, Nov.
1961); Hennessey, Co-operative Apartments and Towz Houses, 1956 U. ILL. L.F. 22,
app. at 42.
2 4 See VOGEL, THE Co-oP APARTMENT app. C, at 102 (1960).
2 5 See FHA, MODEL FORM OF BY-LAws art. III, § 5 (Form No. 3245, Nov. 1961).
2 6 INT. REV. CODE OF 1954, § 216. Tax questions related to cooperative housing
are discussed in Bachner, Tax Problems of the Co-operative Apartment, 5 Prac. Law.,
Nov. 1959, p. 77; Jacobson, Tax Problems of Sponsor and Tenant-Stockholder of
Co-operative Housing Corporation, 13 J. TAXATioN 28 (1960) ; Taylor, Tax Aspects
of Real Estate Cooperatives, N.Y.U. 18Tu INST. ON FED. TAX 97 (1960).
2 7 VOGEL, THE CO-OP APARTMENT app. C, at 98, 105 (1960).
2 8 Yourrnan, supra note 19, at 127; McLaughlin, The Co-operative Apartment
Corporation, 5 Prac. Law., Nov. 1959, pp. 74, 75-76.2 9 Note, 61 HARv. L. Ray. 1407, 1415-16 (1948) ; FHA, MODEL FORM OF Occu-
PANCY AGREEMENT art. 4 (Form No. 3237, April 1962).
3 0 See 1165 Fifth Ave. Corp. v. Alger, 288 N.Y. 67, 41 N.E.2d 461 (1942)
(annual rent of $1.00).
3 1 See VOGEL, THE Co-op APARTMENT app. C, at 102-03 (1960).
32 Ibid. ; Yourman, supra note 19, at 127.
33 See 7 DUNLAP-HANNA, PENNSYLVANIA FORMS § 4527, at 130.17 (Meyer ed.
1962).
'34 See ibid.; VOGEL, THE Co-op APARTMENT app. A, at 77-80 (1960).
35 See, e.g., Note, 50 CALIF. L. REV. 299, 319 (1962), stating that the remedy for
breach of house rules is "termination of the offender's lease."
3 6 Payment of monthly and special charges is obviously essential to the operation
of the cooperative, and other cooperators should and probably would not pay extra
amounts to provide shelter for a delinquent cooperator. But the absence of a clause
for termination upon subletting, assignment, or generally "objectionable conduct"
would not render a cooperative plan unworkable.
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Basically, the incidents of a prospective cooperator's interest at the
time the shares of stock are placed on sale reflect the desires and de-
mands of various parties. In a builder-sponsored cooperative, member-
ship conditions and restrictions reflect the builder's estimation of that inter-
est which will attract purchasers, and, if mortgage insurance is sought, the
demands the insurer will make for its protection. In a project initiated by
those who will become the cooperators, freedom to fashion by-laws and
leases is limited by demands which may be made by a mortgagee, if a mort-
gage is required, and a mortgage insurer. Thus, the degree of security
enjoyed by the cooperator is determined by an accommodation of differing
interests and may vary from project to project.
The cooperative form of ownership entails significant financial inter-
dependence among the cooperators.3 7 Since the entire property is subject
to a mortgage and to tax liens, when one cooperator defaults on his propor-
tionate share of expenses, a method must be found to secure payment of that
share of mortgage installments and taxes to prevent foreclosure. The
simplest methods are the use of reserve funds and the assessment of the
other cooperators. However, when it becomes apparent that the delinquent
cooperator is no longer able to meet his financial obligations over the long
run, more drastic measures are required, so that a power is usually retained
by the corporation either to repurchase the delinquent cooperator's interest
at a specified price reduced by the amount of unpaid monthly charges or to
force a resale of the interest and deduct from the proceeds all arrearages
and costs.38 The resale device is less effective in relieving the effects of
individual defaults when real estate values are depressed and the proceeds
fall below the amount of the uncollectible debt; then, the deficiency must be
borne by the other cooperators, and the costs of their cooperative ownership
increase. In a prolonged period of depression, the number of individual
defaults could so "snowball" that it would no longer be possible, let alone
economical, for the remaining cooperators to prevent default by the cor-
poration. Upon foreclosure by the corporation's mortgagee, 9 the cooper-
ators would probably lose their entire equity even though individually they
had been meeting their normal cooperative obligations. Nevertheless, the
prospect of such a depression recurring does not seem to have stunted the
development of cooperative housing.
40
37 See, e.g., Hennessey, supra note 23, at 24; Note, 61 HAgv. L. REv. 1407, 1414-16
(1948); Note, 68 YALE L.J. 542, 597-600 (1959).
W Hennessey, mpra note 23, at 37; see FHA, MODEL FoRm OF BY-LAws art. III,
§ 6 (Form No. 3245, Nov. 1961).39 In the case of a federally insured mortgage, the mortgagee can elect to fore-
close himself or assign the mortgage to FHA. The statutory scheme is set out in
48 Stat. 1249 (1934), as amended, 12 U.S.C. §§ 1713(g)-(q) (1958), as amended,
12 U.S.C. § 1713(r) (Supp. II, 1960), as amended, 12 U.S.C.A. § 1713(i) (Supp.
1961). For applicable regulations, see 24 C.F.R. §§ 200.153-.162 (1962).4o "[T]he co-operative plan . . . burgeoned after World War II to a degree
far beyond the most optimistic prognostications . . . ." Weisner v. 791 Park Ave.
Corp., 7 App. Div. 2d 75, 83-84, 180 N.Y.S.2d 734, 742 (1958) (Frank, J., dissenting),
rev'd, 6 N.Y.2d 426, 190 N.Y.S.2d 70, 160 N.E2d 720 (1959) ; 5 NAT'L CONF. CooP.
Hous. REP. 21-24 (1962) (remarks of Mr. Conway). During the relatively prosperous
1950's, FHA-insured management cooperatives had the lowest default rate of all
FHA multifamily programs. Id. at 35.
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2. Condominiums
The condominium has been advanced as a way of avoiding the financial
interdependence of the cooperative. 41 By providing each prospective tenant
with a fee simple interest in his apartment, 42 it enables him to nego-
tiate financing arrangements independently using the fee as security for a
purchase money mortgage. In a number of states, it is also possible that
unit owners will be separately liable for real property taxes.43 Thus, only
maintenance expenses for the common facilities remain as mutual obliga-
tions of condominium apartment owners.: In addition to his apartment,
the condominium purchaser acquires a proportionate undivided interest in
the common parts of the land and building, but without any right of
partition.
Prior to the sale of the first unit, a declaration of covenants, restric-
tions, and conditions in the form of a public deed is filed which imposes on
the purchasers the duties and obligations necessary to the operation of a
multifamily structure. The owners are required to pay monthly main-
tenance charges, to keep their units in good repair, and to refrain from
disturbing other tenants, impairing the structural integrity of the building,
and interfering with the other owners' use of the common facilities. En-
forcing these duties is the central problem of the condominium. Generally,
the declaration of restrictions provides only that the group of owners, or
their representatives, may pursue any remedy available at law or in equity.
Thus, if a particular owner violates the restrictions intended to produce
harmonious interaction, the group's only remedies are clumsy and expen-
sive actions sounding in contract for breach of covenant 45 and, in some
cases, in tort for nuisance.4 6 Compliance with the obligation to pay monthly
41 See Borgwardt, The Condominium, 36 CAL. S.B.J. 603-04 (1961); Barnes,
Accelerated Growth of Condominiums Expected From New Housing Bill Law,
Lawyer Title News, Aug. 1961, p. 5.
42 For discussions of the nature of condominium ownership and accompanying
problems, see articles cited note 41 supra; Comment, 50 CALnF. L. REv. 299 (1962);
Note, 15 U. F1A. L. REv. 203 (1962).
43 See Aix. STAT. ANN. § 50-1023 (Supp. 1961) ; Hawaii Sess. Laws 1961, Act
180, § 14; Thuma, The Condominium-A New Form for the Cooperative, 41 Title
News, Jan. 1962, pp. 126, 132-33; Note, 15 U. FA. L. REv. 203, 215 (1962); cf. 37
Ors. CAL. ATiY Gr. 223 (1961).
44 Borgwardt, supra note 41, at 604. PHA has suggested that if a first mortgagee
of a unit obtains title through foreclosure, assessments for current expenses prior to
the transfer of title should be charged pro rata to all apartment owners. FHA,
MODEL STrArU FOR CREATION OF APARTmENT OwNERsHn, §§ 10, 23(b) (May 10,
1962). If this approach is adopted, the financial interdependence of the co-owners
would increase, since those remaining would have to be prepared to share the burden
cast on them by a defaulting occupant. The likelihood of a "snowballing" of such
defaults, see text accompanying notes 39-40 supra, is much less than in the case of the
cooperative because current expenses are a relatively small portion of the total costs
of occupancy. See 1961 Senate Hearings 737.
45 Apparently, condominiums do not use the conditional limitation or condition
subsequent to enforce compliance with restrictions and by-laws. See FHA, PLAN
OF APARTMENT OwNERsHn', MASTER DEED (Form No. 3276) ; Note, U. F"^. L. REv.
203, 211-15 (1962).
46 1 HARPER & JAmEs, TORTS §§ 1.25, .30 (1956).
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charges and assessments is more effectively secured in that violations are
easily remedied under a provision specifying that a default gives rise to a
lien in favor of the other owners as a group. Moreover, it has been sug-
gested that the delays inherent in judicial foreclosure may be avoided by
providing a power of sale in conjunction with the lien.
47
In some continental countries where the condominium is a more popular
device and the interests of the owners both individually and as a group are
regulated by statute,48 more efficient methods of enforcement have been
made available. For example, in Germany the group of owners can compel
a sale of the unit of an owner who has committed such a serious "breach
of the duties owed by him to the other flat owners that they cannot be
expected to continue the co-ownership with him." 49 Standards for deter-
mining when such a breach has occurred are enumerated, and aggrieved
parties have easy access to the courts.50
3. A Comparison of the Cooperator's and the Condominium
Co-owner's Interests
In comparing the rights of cooperative and condominium occupants,
it is obvious that in either case, as the apartment dweller is given more of
the attributes of ordinary home ownership, it becomes increasingly difficult
to provide efficient management and harmonious interaction. An occupant
restricted only by zoning regulations and the law of nuisance would enjoy
expansive freedom and independence, but other occupants would be unable
to prevent his repeated minor offenses which in such close living quarters
could be unsettling. Normally, the cooperative, for the sake of efficiency
and harmony, has tended to emphasize the interests of the group; but this
need not be its inevitable form.51 The occupancy agreement, instead of
conditioning the cooperator's interest on compliance with minor regulations,
could give the corporation the right to terminate only in the event of a
default in payments. Such a cooperative arrangement would not differ
greatly from the condominium in which a power of resale has been reserved
for the group of co-owners.
Nor does the declaration of restrictions in the condominium necessarily
have to concern itself solely with matters of major importance such as the
payment of monthly charges and maintenance of individual units; it might,
for example, proscribe the hanging of garments from apartment windows.
52
4 7 Comment, 50 CALIF. L. REv. 299, 310-11 (1962). Such a power of sale is
permitted in at least 24 states. 3 POWELL, REAL PROPERTY F1 468, at 667 (1952).
4 8 Leyser, The Omership of Flats-A Comparative Study, 7 INT'L & ComP. L.Q.
31, 34-38 (1958). Apparently, apartment ownership is also popular in Australia and
New Zealand. See Adams, supra note 12; Cain, "Ownt Your Own Flat."-Some
Conveyancing Aspects, 35 N.Z.L.J. 295 (1959); Norris, Why Not an Own-Your-Own
Flat?, 33 AusL. L.J. 361 (1960).
49 Leyser, supra note 48, at 49.50 Id. at 49-50.
51 See pp. 641-42 supra.
52 See FHA, PLAN OF APARTMENT OWNERSHIP, MASTER DEED § 14 (Form No.
3276); FHA, CONDOMINIUm BY-LAws art. VI, § 6(c) (Form No. 3277).
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Ultimately, the cooperative and condominium differ not in the rights which
members necessarily have, but in the effectiveness of the remedies for an
individual's misconduct available to the occupants as a group.
II. FEDERAL ASSISTANCE
Even with the savings possible under a community form of apartment
occupancy, without governmental assistance such housing cannot serve
the needs of low-middle income groups.5 Public bodies at all levels of
government have, therefore, sought to reduce the costs of occupying multi-
family structures through tax abatements, low-cost financing, land subsidies,
mortgage insurance, and technical assistance.
A. FHA Mortgage Insurance for Section 213
Cooperative Projects
In title II, section 213 of the National Housing Act,5 the federal gov-
ernment established a system of mortgage insurance on certain cooperative
projects to attract private capital to the construction of moderately priced
housing. The mortgage is insured for one hundred percent of face value,55
and the mortgage itself is limited to ninety-seven percent of the estimated
replacement cost of the project in the case of management-type projects 56
and ninety percent in the case of investor-sponsored projects. 57 The pro-
gram for management cooperatives requires the formation of a corporation
and the execution of subscription agreements by approved prospective oc-
cupants who must make down payments of approximately four percent of
the costs attributable to their units before construction can begin.58 Under
the program for investor-sponsored projects, a builder may receive financing
insurance and begin construction without having presold any units, but he
must certify that he intends to transfer the land and building to a coopera-
tive corporation within two years after completion.
Although the investor-sponsor plan places the risks of completion and
sales on the builder rather than the cooperative, sales are facilitated because
prospective purchasers need not preliminarily commit themselves merely
53 Authorities cited note 4 supra. A major drawback of the unassisted cooperative
is the requirement of a substantial down payment. 4 NATL CONF. Coop. Hous. REP.
8-9 (1961) (remarks of Mr. Robbins).
64 Stat. 54 (1950), as amended, 12 U.S.C. § 1715e (1958), as amended, 12
U.S.C.A. § 1715e(b), (d), (e), (h), (i), (j) (Supp. 1961).
5564 Stat. 54 (1950), as amended, 12 U.S.C.A. § 1715e(e) (Supp. 1961); 52
Stat. 19 (1938), as amended, 12 U.S.C. § 1713(h) (1958).
56 70 Stat. 1093 (1956), as amended, 12 U.S.C. § 1715e(a) (1) (1958), as amended,
12 U.S.C. § 1715e(b) (2) (Supp. II, 1961), as amended, 12 U.S.C.A. § 1715e(b) (2)
(Supp. 1961); 24 C.F.R. §213.1(f), .7(a) (1962).
5764 Stat. 54 (1950), as amended, 12 U.S.C. §§ 1715e(a) (3), (b) (2) (1958),
as amended, 12 U.S.C.A. § 1715e(b) (2) (Supp. 1961).
58 See Krooth, How Cooperative Housing Can Help Urban Reewal, 21 FED.
B.J. 335, 343-44 (1961). These requirements are needed to ensure that the coopera-
tive will have funds on hand to proceed with and complete construction. See 24 C.F.R.
§ 213.27(a) (1962).
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on the basis of blueprints and an artist's conception of the completed struc-
ture. 59 The builder agrees to sell to the cooperative at an FHA approved
"upset" price which permits him to share in any savings achieved during
construction, so that he has an incentive to secure economies for the co-
operative.6 0  In financing the sale to the cooperative, available mortgage
arrangements are the same as those for management cooperatives.6 1
Insurance is given only after FHA approval of the site, type of con-
struction, overall feasibility, and, in the case of management cooperatives,
applicants for membership. 62 But the risk is minimal that mortgage insur-
ance will be denied after substantial funds have been advanced since, from
the start of a project, FHA advises and assists those undertaking it ' and
supplies model forms for all documents related to construction, sale, and
operation of the cooperative apartment building.6
B. FNMA Mortgage Purchases
In seeking to encourage loans for new housing, the federal program
also provides for liquidity of mortgage investments through Federal Na-
tional Mortgage Association (FNMA) purchase and sale of FHA-insured
mortgages in the secondary market.65 In practice, FNMA affects the flow
of capital by purchasing eligible mortgages in areas where capital funds are
needed and selling them in areas of capital abundance.68  Only those mort-
gages which are considered sound when measured by private investment
standards are purchased. 7  In addition, FNMA has authority to issue
standby commitments to those financing housing projects in the planning
stages 68 and thereby bind itself for a limited time to purchase the mortgages
after completion of the building if the mortgagee so elects.6 9 This enables
the mortgagee to secure at least one purchaser in the secondary market
before undertaking the obligation to extend credit. Any financing risk is
59 FHA, SUMMARY STATEMENT ON COOPERATIVE HOusING 4 (FHA 3239, rev.
Sept 1961); FCH Company, Inc. Memo., Advantages of Undertaking Projects as
Cooperatives, June 2, 1958, rev. Oct. 14, 1959, p. 4.
60 Id., Supp. April 3, 1961, p. 2.
6lId., June 2, 1958, rev. Oct. 11, 1959, pp. 3-4.
62 FHA, SUMMARY STATEMENT ON CoOPERAT E HOUSING 2-3 (FHA 3239, rev.
Sept. 1961).
6 3 See 64 Stat. 56 (1950), as amended, 12 U.S.C. § 1715e(f) (1958).
64E.g., FHA, MoDm FORM OF OCCUPANCY AGREEMENT (Form No. 3237, 1962);
FHA, MODEL FORM OF MANAGEMENT AGREEMENT (Form No. 3238, 1957); FHA,
MoDEL FORM OF BY-LAws (Form No. 3245, Nov. 1961).
6568 Stat. 613 (1954), as amended, 12 U.S.C. § 1717(b) (1958), as amended, 12
U.S.C. § 1717(b) (Supp. I, 1960), as amended, 12 U.S.C.A. § 1717(b) (Supp.
1961); 68 Stat. 612 (1954), 12 U.S.C. §1716(a) (195); 24 C.F.R. §1600.1(a)
(1962).
06 15 HHFA A.Nx. REP. 241 (1961).
6768 Stat. 615 (1954), as amended, 12 U.S.C. § 1719(a) (1958), as amended,
12 U.S.C. 1719(a) (Supp. II, 1960), as amended, 12 U.S.C.A. § 1719(a) (1) (Supp.
1961); 24 C.F.R. § 1600.11 (1962).
68 Statute cited note 67 supra.
6924 C.F.R. § 1600.11(b) (1962).
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thereby eliminated, although only a small fraction of the mortgagees under
this program have actually chosen to sell their investments to FNMA.70
Apart from these secondary market operations, FNMA performs
special assistance functions with respect to housing selected by Congress
or the President for which existing mortgage facilities have proven in-
adequate.7 1 Unlike the secondary market purchases, most purchases under
the special assistance functions are made through standby commitment
contracts,72 since the projects assisted are not very desirable investments
at the time financing is sought; thus the original lender is more like an
agent of FNMA than an investor seeking the best possible price for the
mortgage. Even under the special assistance program, however, FNMA is
limited to mortgages which are generally sound and only temporarily un-
acceptable to private investors.73 Congress has authorized FNMA standby
commitments of two hundred million dollars on section 213 mortgages, fifty
million dollars being reserved for consumer- rather than investor-sponsored
cooperatives.7 4 At present, the funds under this program are fully
committed.
75
In all FNMA activities, the amount paid for mortgages and the fees
charged for FNMA services are geared so that each operation is self-
supporting. Mortgage price determinations are also affected by an
FNMA policy of facilitating private financing while at the same time
preventing excessive use of its own facilities.
77
C. PHA Mortgage Insurance for Section 234
Condominium Projects
Under section 234 of the Housing Act of 1961, 78 FHA is authorized
to insure purchase money mortgages on condominium units in multifamily
structures which are or have been covered by any FHA mortgage insur-
ance 79 other than that provided by section 213.80 To obtain a 234 insur-
7 0 In 1961, FNMA issued standby commitments totalling 26 million dollars for
all housing programs, but it purchased only one million dollars worth of mortgages
under prior commitments. The totals of commitments and purchases since 1956 are
464 million dollars and 92 million dollars respectively. 15 HHFA ANN. REP. 242-43
(1961).
168 Stat. 616 (1954), as amended, 12 U.S.C. § 1720(a) (1958); 68 Stat. 612
(1954), 12 U.S.C. § 1716(b) (1958) ; 24 C.F.R. § 1600.1(b) (1962).
72 15 HHFA ANN. REP. 239 (1961) (e.g., 93% in 1961).
7368 Stat. 617 (1954), as amended, 12 U.S.C. § 1720(b) (1958), as amended,
12 U.S.C. § 1720(b) (Supp. II, 1960) ; 24 C.F.R. § 160021 (1962).
7469 Stat 636 (1955), as amended, 12 U.S.C. § 1720(e) (1958), as amended,
12 U.S.C. § 1720(e) (Supp. II, 1960), as amended, 12 U.S.C.A. § 1720(e) (Supp.
1961).
7-5 1961 Senate Hearings 330.
70 15 HHFA ANN. REP. 241, 252 (1961).
77 Id. at 243.
Is 75 Stat. 160 (1961), 12 U.S.C.A. § 1715y (Supp. 1961).
79 This ensures that the building has been constructed or rehabilitated in ac-
cordance with FHA standards. 1961 Senate Hearings 328.
80 75 Stat 161 (1961), 12 U.S.C.A. § 1715y(c) (Supp. 1961).
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ance commitment, a sponsor must present for approval both an enforceable
public deed containing the plan of apartment ownership "I and a method for
converting the project mortgage into condominium unit mortgages.s 2
When the building is completed, each unit which will be financed under
section 234 must be released from any mortgage obligation on the entire
structure, and at least eighty percent-in terms of value-of the dwelling
units must be conveyed to FHA-approved purchasers.83 The mortgage
limitations are not as liberal as those under section 213,84 but the program
itself is not designed to benefit middle income housing.85
D. The Need for Further Assistance
In relation to total national housing needs, the 213 cooperative program
has evoked only a limited response from private investors. In 1961, section
213 multifamily project mortgages accounted for less than one percent of
all insurance written by FHA.8 6 The program has had a significant impact
only in New York City, where it has resulted in approximately 29,000
units 87 or ten to twenty percent of new middle income housing in the city
in recent years.
8 8
The relative ineffectiveness of the 213 program is often attributed to
the modest profits which investors obtain under it.8 9 The two types of
private investors under the program include lenders who give purchase
money mortgages to cooperative corporations with their annual return
restricted by statute to five and one-quarter percent 9o and investor-sponsors
who invest a limited sum in the project on a short-term basis. In addition
to low profits, some potential lenders have objected that because the mort-
gage must represent a high percentage of total value and run for a very
long period, there is a substantial possibility that the value of the property
will fall below the amount of the debt and that cooperators-no longer
having any equity-will be more willing to default and face foreclosure;
the real security, therefore, is claimed to be not in the project, but in the
government insurance.91
8124 C.F.R. §234.26(b) (1962).
8224 C.F.R. §234.26(c) (1962).
83 Ibid.
84 Mortgage interest cannot exceed 54% and the insurance premium is 12o of
the declining balance. The period of incumbrance may be from 10 to 30 years, and
the principal amount may not exceed $25,000. The mortgage may cover 97% of the
first $13,500 of unit value, plus 90% of the next $4,500, plus 70% of the value above
$18,000. 75 Stat. 161 (1961), 12 U.S.C.A. § 1715y(c) (Supp. 1961); 24 C.F.R.
§§ 234.25(c) (2), .27, .29 (1962).
85 See 75 Stat. 160 (1961), 12 U.S.C.A. § 1715y(a) (Supp. 1961).
86 15 HHFA ANN. REP. 63 (1961).
8
7Id. at 76. There are only about 42,000 § 213 management-type project mort-
gages for the entire country. Ibid.
88 Note, 68 YA=E L.J. 542, 565 (1959).
89 E.g., Greenfield, Some Aspects of Cooperative Housing, 23 SHINGLE 41, 43
(1960); Thompson, Co-op Housing: N.Y.C. vs. U.S.A., Forum, July 1959, p. 132.
9064 Stat 56 (1954), as amended, 12 U.S.C. § 1715e(d) (1958), as amended,
12 U.S.C. § 1715e(d) (Supp. II, 1960).
91 See Note, 68 YALE L.J. 542, 570-71 (1959).
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Other reasons given for investor disinterest have been inertia, un-
familiarity with legal technicalities, and suspicions of socialistic tendencies.92
However, a ruling that an institutional lender may hire an outside agency
to service its mortgages 9 3 should make cooperative mortgages more attrac-
tive to the trustees of pension and other trust funds.9 4  Section 213 loans
are not only one hundred percent insured, but also yield returns which are
appreciably greater than those on government securities.
Investor-sponsors can obtain what is generally considered a reasonable
profit 95 on a short-term, low-risk investment by securing advance com-
mitments from FHA and FNMA. Nevertheless, the number of projects
that can be financed on that basis is limited by the size of the FNMA
program and by FNMA practices.9 6
After eleven years, the section 213 program not only accounted for a
very small percentage of the total units covered by multifamily housing
mortgages insured by FHA,97 but the market served by these cooperatives
had become increasingly upper income.9 8 In 1961, the median for project
mortgages attributable to individual dwelling units was $17,124.11 It was
clear, therefore, that added assistance was needed if the federal govern-
ment was to use the cooperative to provide low-middle income housing.100
In the Housing Act of 1961, Congress created two additional but limited
forms of assistance closely related to urban renewal.
1. Section 221(d) (3): The "Below-Market Interest Rate" Program
The below-market interest rate program of section 221(d) (3) 101 in-
troduced a method for providing low-middle income cooperative housing
projects with mortgage loans covering one hundred percent of the estimated
92 1d. at 572-73.
93 4 NAT'L CONF. Coop. Hous. REP. 14 (1961).
94 Ibid.
95 FCH Company, Inc., op. cit. supra note 59, Supp. April 3, 1961, p. 1.
9 6 See text accompanying notes 65, 73 supra.
97 15 HHFA Aqx. REP. 67 (1961) (less than 10%).
9 8 Id. at 135. Since 1959, in less than 14% of the § 213 units has the allocable
portion of project mortgages been less than $12,000. Ibid. The following table indi-
cates the steady rise in price.
Median amont of multifamily
Project mortgages
Year allocable to § 213 units
1951 $ 8,550
1955 10,248
1959 13,789
1960 16,2111961 17,124
Source: Ibid.
s9 Ibid.
100 107 CONG. REc. 3641, 3642 (1961) (message from the President); 1961
House Hearings 85 (testimony of Dr. Weaver) ; 1961 Senate Hearings 477 (state-
ment of Mr. Townsend).
10175 Stat. 149 (1961), 12 U.S.C.A. §17151(d)(3) (Supp. 1961); 24 C.F.L
§§ 221.501-.700 (1962).
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cost at an interest rate equal to the "going Federal rate" 02--currenly
three and one-eighth percent.0 3 No limit has been set for the amortization
period of the loans,"" but a forty-year period is contemplated. 1 5 In addi-
tion to reducing financing costs, this program places lower limits on the
project price per room than the section 213 plan.10 6 The combined effect
should reduce the cooperator's total monthly costs by twenty percent,10
and advocates of the program believe this saving will result in new housing
for families in the $4,000-$6,000 category.' 08 It has been estimated that a
two-bedroom unit could be provided for about $71 per month,109 so that a
family with an annual income of approximately $4,800 could acquire the
housing on one-fifth of its income. In fact, to be eligible for admission to
such housing, a family must come within maximum income limits designed
to restrict occupancy to the low-middle income group."0
Although section 221(d) (3) mortgages are FHA-insured, no insur-
ance premium is charged;:"' and, as Congress intended,112 FNMA is the
only purchaser of the loans. As a result, the program amounts to an
FNMA loan to FHA-approved cooperative projects in a manner similar
to the standby commitment procedure," 3 except that the low interest rate
ensures that FNMA will make the purchase and never resell. The opera-
tion-funded with $30 million " 4-- was placed under FNMA special as-
sistance functions."15
By the close of 1961, requests for 221 (d) (3) loans had exceeded avail-
able funds; 116 it is obvious that such a limited undertaking can affect only
a fraction of the low-middle income market." 7  Indeed, the House Com-
10268 Stat. 601 (1954), as amended, 12 U.S.C. § 17151(d) (4) (1958), as amended,
12 U.S.C. 17151(d) (5) (Supp. II, 1960), as amended, 12 U.S.C.A. § 17151(d) (5)
(Supp. 1961).
10324 C.F.R. §221.518(b) (1962).
104 Statute cited note 101 supra; 24 C.F.R. § 221.516 (1962).
10 5 Krooth, How Cooperative Housing Can Help Urban Renewal, 21 FF_. B.J.
335, 340 (1961).
106 Compare 75 Stat. 150 (1961), 12 U.S.C.A. § 17151(d) (3) (ii) (Supp. 1961),
with 73 Stat. 655 (1959), 12 U.S.C. § 1715e(b) (2) (Supp. II, 1960).
1
0 7 Krooth, supra note 105, at 340; 5 NAT'L CONF. Coop. Hous. REP. 24, 35
(1962).
108 See statements cited note 100 supra.
109 Willcox, Better Living for Less Money, FCH Company, Inc. Release.
11024 C.F.R. §221.537(a) (1962). These limits are prescribed by the Federal
Housing Commissioner and reflect variations in the cost of living in different areas
of the country. Krooth, supra note 105, at 340.
"175 Stat. 152 (1961), 12 U.S.C.A. § 17151(f) (Supp. 1961) (authority in
Commissioner not to charge premium) ; FHA, SUMMARY STATEMENT ON COOPERATIVE
HoUsING 4 (FHA 3239, rev. Sept. 1961) (statement that no insurance premium will be
charged).
112 H.R. REP. No. 447, 87th Cong., 1st Sess. 33 (1961).
113 See notes 72-73 supra and accompanying text.
11415 HHFA ANN. REP. 252 (1961).
115 75 Stat. 153 (1961), 12 U.S.C.A. § 1720(h) (Supp. 1961).
116 15 HHFA ANN. REP. 45 (1961).
17 At $10,000 per unit, the $30,000,000 authorization can produce only 3,000
dwelling units. Leon H. Keyserling indicated that 500,000 dwellings per year should
be produced for low-middle income families. 1961 Senate Hearings 634.
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mittee on Banking and Currency noted that because of statutory priorities
this housing would probably benefit only persons displaced by urban re-
newal or other governmental clearance activities.118
2. Sale of Urban Renewal Lands at Reduced Prices
In addition, the 1961 act authorizes the sale of urban renewal lands
to limited dividend and nonprofit corporations, cooperatives, and public
agencies at a price based on the value of the property when used for limited
income housing 1 19 rather than at a price based on the usual standard of
"fair value . . . for uses in accordance with the Urban Renewal Plan." a2
Although the latter price may be lower than the fair market value of the
land unrestricted by the urban renewal plan, the new method seeks ad-
justment of the price of the land to reflect additional restrictions, such as
the maximum income limits on eligible occupants under the 221(d) (3)
program. 21 If the 221(d) (3) program is joined with reduced price sales
of land in the same projects, low-middle income housing can be made avail-
able in urban renewal areas.'2
E. Tax Incentives
Section 216 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 permits the tenant-
stockholders to take individual deductions for the share of the corpora-
tion's interest payments and real estate taxes attributable to their units.
The interest deductions are substantial and could result in significant tax
savings to the occupants, particularly in the early years in which a coopera-
tive is retiring a mortgagema Section 216, however, imposes a restriction
on the gross income of the cooperative corporation which -may be derived
from outside sources: at least eighty percent of the corporate income must
come from the tenant-stockholders themselves.124 To a certain extent, this
limitation deters the corporation from leasing space commercially, even
though the commercial rentals could greatly reduce the amounts charged
118 H.R. REP. No. 447, 87th Cong., 1st Sess. 33 (1961).
119 75 Stat. 168 (1961), 42 U.S.C.A. § 1457(b) (Supp. 1961). The statute pro-
vides for sales to cooperatives and does not expressly permit a sale to the investor-
sponsor under § 221(d) (3) who intends to sell the completed structure to a coopera-
tive corporation. Nevertheless, such sales will be permitted, because an investor-
sponsor, to qualify for the § 221(d) (3) program, must be organized as a limited
dividend corporation. 24 C.F.R. § 221.510(d) (2) (1962).
1201 HHFA, U.S. URBAN RENEwAL ADMINISTRATION, URBAN RENEwAL MAN-
uAL § 14-1-1, at 1 (July 12, 1962).
121 1961 Senate Hearings 232-33.
M Krooth, supra note 105, at 342.
-23In the fifth year of a 30-year 3'/% mortgage, $12,000 of which is allocable
to a unit, the deduction available to the occupant of that unit resulting from interest
alone would be over $400.
12 INT. REv. CODE OF 1954, § 216(b) (1) (D); Treas. Reg. § 1.216-1(c) (4)
(1957). In the case of a cooperative obtaining one-third of its income from com-
mercial leases, an occupant of a unit to which $12,000 of a 30-year 3Y% mortgage
and $200 of the annual real estate tax are attributable would lose a $400 deduction
in the fifth year of the mortgage as a result of the 80% limitation.
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to the tenant-stockholders. Withdrawal of the eighty percent limit in the
case of limited income cooperatives would encourage the use of commer-
cial leasing to subsidize low-middle income housing projects and at the
same time reduce the amount of public assistance required.
Apparently, it is still uncertain whether limited income housing co-
operatives are exempt from federal income taxation. A recent Tax Court
decision exempting under section 501 (c) (4) a cooperative corporation
organized to secure low-cost housing for its members was reversed by a
court of appeals 2 which held that the cooperative did not come within
the statutory description of a "civic [league or organization] . . . not
organized for profit but operated exclusively for the promotion of social
welfare" 126 because it was designed for the benefit of its own members
rather than for the benefit of the community at large.127 There should be a
specific exemption for cooperative apartment corporations committed to
limited income families, since the net earnings of these corporations benefit
the stockholders only through reductions in housing costs, and a tax on such
earnings is in opposition to the federal plan to make cost reductions avail-
able to limited income families.
F. The Rejected Javits Proposal
Programs of increased federal assistance to low-middle income housing,
such as allocating more funds for FNMA special assistance functions in that
area, have been unsuccessfully proposed.128 Broad programs of direct
federal lending have been advocated since 1950.129 Senator Javits has
proposed that the low-interest loan program be taken out of the FHA and
FNMA operations and placed in the hands of a specially created govern-
ment-owned corporation; -3 o his bill was reported out of the Senate Com-
mittee on Banking and Currency in the Eighty-sixth Congress but was
not brought to the floor for a vote before the Senate adjourned.' 3 '
Senator Javits fashioned his plan after the New York State Housing
Finance Agency Act 132 of his home state.133 The bill would have created a
Federal Limited Profit Mortgage Corporation 13 4 and provided it with a
"seed" capital of one hundred million dollars from the federal treasury in
1
2 5 Lake Forest, Inc., 36 T.C. 510 (1961), rev'd, 305 F.2d 814 (4th Cir. 1962).
126 INT. REv. CODE OF 1954, § 501(c) (4).
127 305 F2d at 818.
-28 1961 Senate Hearings 477, 855.
129 See S. REP. No. 1286, 81st Cong., 2d Sess. 47 (1950); Hearings on Various
Bills To Amend the Federal Housing Laws, and Other Bills, Before a Subconmmittee
of the Senate Committee on Banking and Currency, 85th Cong., 1st Sess. 15 (1957).
130 S. 766, 87th Cong., 1st Sess. (1961), as printed in 1961 Senate Hearings 69
[hereinafter cited as S. 766].
131 S. REP. No. 281, 87th Cong., 1st Sess. 77 (1961) (supplemental views of
Senator Javits).
132 N.Y. PRiv. Hous. FIN. LAW §§ 40-58.
133 S. REP. No. 281, 87th Cong., 1st Sess. 77 (1961) (supplemental views of
Senator Javits).
134 S. 766, § 3(a).
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exchange for its capital stock.'3 5 Additional funds were to be obtained
through open market sales of tax-free debentures which would bear inter-
est at the same rate as government securities.138 Mortgage loans would
then be made from these funds to finance construction of low-middle income
housing, 3 7 the interest rate being one-half percent above the cost of the
money to the corporation.38  Eligible borrowers would include private or
public nonprofit organizations, or private corporations that either agreed
to provide housing at specified rates or contracted to sell the completed
structures to nonprofit organizations.
3 9
Although the administration apparently endorsed the policy behind the
Javits proposal, 140 the bill was not included in the President's proposed
housing program for 1961 141 and perhaps because of lack of administration
support, which at certain points amounted to opposition, 42 the bill this
time was not even reported out of committee.143  The reasons cited for
administration refusal to support the Javits approach included supposed
duplication of FHA and FNMA facilities,'44 the upward pressure on in-
terest rates which the bonds would exert,145 and the lessened congressional
control over federal housing operations which would result.148
It is clear that the measures which have been adopted in the past are
inadequate to meet the needs of low-middle income urban families. If
Congress is to accomplish its housing goal of "a decent home and a suitable
living environment for every American family," 147 existing programs of
direct loans to selected projects must be expanded or new and more com-
prehensive measures adopted.
III. STATE AND LocAL PROGPAMS
Statutory developments in New York illustrate the various methods
used by the states to lower the costs of private cooperative housing for
moderate income families. In 1961, the New York legislature consolidated
all statutes dealing with governmental assistance to private housing con-
struction into one act-the Private Housing Finance Law.148 Under the
135 S. 766, § .
136 S. 766, § 7(a).
137 S. 766, § 6(a) (1) (B). The bill also provided for loans to support housing
for the elderly. Ibid. The bill defined moderate income families as those whose
incomes precluded them from obtaining new housing on 20% of their earnings. S.
766, § 10(a).
138 S. 766, § 6 (d).
139 S. 766, § 10(b).
140 1961 Setrate Hearings 107 (letter from Dr. Weaver).
141 See 107 CONG. Ric. 3641 (1961) (message from the President).142 See 1961 Senate Hearings 106-15 (letters from Dr. Weaver, and Messrs.
Martin and Campbell).
143 S. REP. No. 281, 87th Cong., 1st Sess. 1-2 (1961).
144 1961 Senate Hearings 107 (letter from Dr. Weaver).
145 1961 Senate Hearings 108 (letter from Mr. Martin).
146 1961 Senate Hearings 109 (letter from Mr. Campbell).
147 Housing Act of 1949, § 2, 63 Stat. 413, 42 U.S.C. § 1441 (1958).
148 N.Y. PRw. Hous. FIN. LAW §§ 1-606.
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oldest of the statutes-the Limited Dividend Housing Companies Law,149
which was passed in 1926 and has led to the creation of a few cooperatives
for limited income families 15Q- investor returns are limited 151 and state
control of the project is substantial; 152 but state tax exemptions are pro-
vided 1- and municipalities are authorized to exempt the buildings, im-
provements, and increases in assessed property value of the real estate of
such housing companies from taxation for a period not to exceed fifty
years.15 To secure economy in the acquisition of project sites, municipal
powers of condemnation are also delegated. 55
Another significant statute-the Redevelopment Companies Law-, 158
which was designed to attract private funds to assist in the execution of
municipal housing redevelopment plans, 157 provides that municipalities may
condemn property on behalf of the companies 158 and may grant twenty-five
year tax exemptions on increases in assessed property valuations.159 How-
ever, the statute does subject the companies to the supervision of municipal
and state officials, 1'0 limits investment returns,161 and requires that the
companies contract with the cities to establish the charges to the occu-
pants.1 62  A number of redevelopment companies have been organized as
cooperatives; 163 however, the statute is directed more toward clearance and
reconstruction of crowded and unsanitary areas than toward the production
of limited income housing as such.164
The Mitchell-Lama or Limited Profit Housing Companies Law of
1955 165 represents the most complete form of state assistance to limited
149 N.Y. Sess. Lavs 1926, ch. 823, arts. 3-4, §§ 30-43, 50-51 (now N.Y. PRIv.
Hous. FIN. LAw §§ 70-96).
150 Morris, Middle-Income Co-operative Apartments, 5 Prac. Law., Nov. 1959,
pp. 88, 90.
151 N.Y. Prav. Hous. FiN. LAw § 82(4).
15
2 N.Y. Pav. Hous. Fnr. LAw §§ 83-87.
13 E.g., franchise, organization, income, and mortgage recording taxes. N.Y.
Ppav. Hous. FIN. LAw § 93(1). In addition, under § 93(2), dividends and interest
payments are tax exempt to the recipients.
154 N.Y. PRIV. Hous. FIN. LAw §§ 93(3)-(5).
155 N.Y. Pp-v. Hous. FIN. LAw § 500.
156 N.Y. Sess. Laws 1942, ch. 845, §§ 1-28 (now N.Y. Pray. Hous. FIN. LAW
§§ 100-25).
-157 N.Y. PaR. Hous. FIN. LAw § 101.
158 N.Y. Pawv. Hous. FIN. Law § 119.
159 N.Y. Paw. Hous. FIN. LAw § 125.
160 E.g., N.Y. Ppav. Hous. FIN. LAW § 120.
161 N.Y. Pray. Hous. FIN. LAW §§ 103(14), 107, 111.
162 N.Y. Pmiv. Hous. FIN. LAW § 114.
163 Morris, supra note 150, at 91; Flexner, Cooperative Housing in the United
States, Constr. Rev., June 1958, pp. 4, 7.
164 See N.Y. PRv. Hous. FiN. LAW § 101. There is no provision for placing
upper limits on the income of eligible occupants of housing built under the act.
165 N.Y. Sess. Laws 1955, ch. 407, § 1 (now N.Y. PRaV. Hous. FIN. LAw
§9 10-37).
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income housing which has been adopted to date. In addition to receiving
municipal assistance in site assembly 1 66 and partial tax concessions,
67
limited profit housing companies can borrow ninety percent of all project
costs directly from the state or a municipality on the security of mortgages
for terms of up to fifty years.06  Not only are investor returns limited,169
but also governmental supervision of project costs, charges to the occupants,
and overall operation of the company is considerable.
7 0
Methods by which the state may obtain funds to lend to these com-
panies have evolved from appropriation by public referendum '7 and use
of a limited profit housing mortgage corporation 372 designed to attract loans
from banks and insurance companies,173 to creation of the New York State
Housing Finance Agency 174 which functions in much the same way as the
federal corporation proposed by Senator Javits. 75 The Housing Finance
Agency has been authorized to sell up to one billion dollars in bonds and
notes 1 0 on the open market and invest the proceeds in mortgage loans
to limited profit housing companies.'
77
The Mitchell-Lama program has been largely responsible for the low-
middle income cooperative housing which has been provided in New
York. 78 Under its provisions, New York City alone has undertaken the
financing of over 13,000 cooperative dwelling units. 79
Other states have enacted limited dividend housing company laws
similar to the 1926 New York statute but have not been nearly as active or
successful as New York in encouraging the construction of limited income
6O N.Y. PRiv. Hous. FiN. LAW § 29.
16 
7 Municipalities may exempt property held by these companies from taxes for
up to 35 years to the extent of 50% of the value of the project property, and all of
the companies' "bonds, mortgages, notes, debentures and obligations" are made tax
exempt. N.Y. PRw. Hous. FiN. LAw § 33.
168 N.Y. Ppav. Hous. Fix. LAW §§ 20, 22, 23. Under § 26(2), interest on state
loans is the same as that paid by the state for the bonds it issued in order to make
the loans. Since this program requires a down payment of 10%, an amount too high
for many low-middle income families, the state has established an agency to finance
the initial cost. N.Y. Sess. Laws 1962, ch. 857, § 6; N.Y. STATE Co M'R OF Hous.
AxN. REP. 18 (Apr. 1961-Mar. 1962).
16 9 N.Y. Pray. Hous. Fn. LAW §§24(l), 27(2), 28(1) (6%).
170 N.Y. Pray. Hous. FiN. LAW §12(6) (project costs), § 31(1) (occupancy
charges), § 32 (general supervision and regulation).
17' N.Y. Sess. Laws 1955, ch. 407, §§ 2-3.
172 N.Y. Sess. Laws 1959, ch. 675, § 2 (now N.Y. Paw. Hous. Fix. LAW § 16).
'73 1959 N.Y. STATE LEG. AnN. 212-13.
174 N.Y. Sess. Laws 1960, ch. 671, § 2 (now N.Y. Praw. Hous. FN. LAw
§§ 40-58).
1 75 See notes 134-39 mtpra and accompanying text.
176 N.Y. PPav. Hous. Fix. LAW §47(1) (c), amended by N.Y. Sess. Laws 1962,
ch. 859.
177 N.Y. PRig. Hous. Fix. LAW § 44(9).
178 5 NAT'L CONF. Coop. Hous. REP. 12 (1962).
79 Ibid.
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housing. s0 In Pennsylvania, under the Housing and Redevelopment As-
sistance Law,' 8 a somewhat different theory prevails; capital grants of
up to thirty-five percent of the total cost of limited dividend housing com-
pany projects are authorized, provided the state Department of Commerce
determines that such grants are needed to stimulate construction.1
8 2
Municipalities have the opportunity under these statutes to encourage
cooperative housing projects for dislocated and limited income families and
elderly citizens through one or more methods: property tax abatements,
condemnation powers for site assembly, low-interest mortgage loans, re-
newal projects, and the sale of land at prices which would make moderate
income housing feasible. Many of the statutes are specifically intended
to salvage urban land values and provide moderate income city dwellers
with adequate housing; therefore, these projects are not subject to the
objection which has been leveled at luxury housing and commercial
projects, namely, that the normal urban population is being disrupted and
displaced for the benefit of the developers and penthouse dwellers.'83
IV. THE NATURE OF THE OCCUPANT'S INTEREST
In fashioning a program of governmental assistance for moderate in-
come housing, economic considerations are only in part controlling. The
crucial fact is that the governmental program is ultimately designed to
provide homes for urban families, that is, the goal is not merely the con-
struction of the physical plants, but the creation of a form of tenancy capable
of affording the occupants a degree of stability and security and a sense of
responsibility consonant with home ownership. Housing programs should
consider the dwelling unit not only as a necessary shelter but also as the
center of family activity and the occasion of major expenditures.
A. Forced Departures
When assistance has been in the form of direct loans 1" or outright
grants, 8 5 limits have been placed on the income of eligible tenants to ensure
that the subsidies benefit only those the government sought to aid. This is
an essential requirement in admitting tenants to subsidized housing, and it
has no effect on the occupant's enjoyment of his unit. However, when an
income limitation is such that the tenant must vacate if his earnings exceed
1
8 0 For example, in New Jersey after 10 years, a limited dividend housing com-
pany law, N.J. Laws 1949, ch. 184, has produced only one project-a cooperative.
N.J. Dep't Conservation & Economic Dey., Housing Newsletter, Vol. 1, No. 2,
Aug. 1960.
181 PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 35, §§ 1661-76 (Supp. 1961).
182 PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 35, §§ 1664, 1667, 1668 (Supp. 1961). This program is
also distinguishable from the New York Limited Dividend Housing Law, see note
149 supra, in that it does not authorize municipalities to grant any real estate tax
concessions.
183 5 NAT'L CONF. Coop. Hous. REP. 22 (1962).
184 See the § 221(d) (3) program, notes 101-10 supra and accompanying text;
N.Y. PRiV. Hous. FIN. LAW § 31(2).
18 5 PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 35, § 1666 (Supp. 1961).
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the specified amount s8 6 the entire nature of his interest changes. Unless the
tenant is totally lacking in initiative or the ability to attain a higher income
level, he may feel that his unit is not a place where he can establish a home,
but only a temporary shelter; thus, the feeling of ownership is dissipated.
Forced departures resulting from a continuing income limit add another
disruptive element to the urban living of many of the limited income families
that have already been uprooted by renewal projects.'
8 7
The rationale for maintaining an income limit is that overincome
tenants should not occupy the units when persons in the intended income
range are unable to gain admission. The problem of providing some form
of stability of ownership while at the same time preventing a reduction in
the number of units used by eligible tenants could be solved by requiring
payments from overincome tenants which would in turn be used to make
other units available. Of course, it is impossible to devise a plan which
would ensure that for each overincome occupant one more person within
the specified income group would receive subsidized housing. Neverthe-
less, surcharges could be used to stimulate the construction of additional
units so that over an extended period the availability of subsidized housing
for those who require it would not be seriously limited by giving all tenants
the option of remaining.
The monthly savings accruing to the overincome occupant because of
the public assistance s88 should be the measure of the surcharge. An evic-
tion through unreasonable charges is not intended; rather, the theory is
that the overincome tenant should pay market value for his unit so that he
does not receive the benefit of governmental subsidies when he is no longer
a member of the group intended to be subsidized. Actually, the surcharge
should not immediately absorb every overincome dollar earned by a pros-
pering occupant; instead, the increases should be spread over a range of
perhaps one hundred dollars of extra income per month; that is, the ratio
between the surcharge and the amount of savings resulting from public
assistance should be the same as that between the occupant's extra income
and one hundred dollars. Thus, if a tenant's occupancy charges were thirty
dollars less per month than they would be without public assistance and
he starts earning fifty dollars more per month than the maximum, the sur-
charge would be fifteen dollars per month. If his earnings exceeded the
maximum by eighty dollars per month, his surcharge would be twenty-four
186 Under the New York Limited Profit Housing Companies Law, a family is
subject to removal once its income exceeds the admissions maximum by 25%. In
cases of hardship, however, a family may be able to remain until their income exceeds
the limit by 50%. N.Y. PRiv. Hous. FIN. LAw § 31(3). The § 221(d) (3) federal
program was supposed to have no continuing limit, Krooth, How Cooperative Housing
Can Help Urban Renewal, 21 FED. B.J. 335, 341 (1961), but official statements by
the Government are not clear on this point. 75 Stat. 150 (1961), 12 U.S.C.A.
§ 17151(d) (3) (iii) (Supp. 1961) ; 24 C.F.R. § 221.537(a) (1962) ; FHA, FAcT SHEET,
FHA MORTGAGE INSURANCE FOR RENTAL AND CooPERATIVE HOUSING FOR FAMILIES
OF LOW AND MODERATE INCOME (FHA No. 221, May 1962).
1
8 7 See note 118 vupra and accompanying text.
188 For estimates of the reduction in monthly charges resulting from each of the
various forms of assistance, see 1961 Senate Hearings 737, 744-47.
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dollars; and if by one hundred dollars or more, thirty dollars. 8 9 The pay-
ments, which would be made to the cooperative corporation along with the
regular monthly charges, would be turned over to the agencies that made
the reduction possible. The incoming funds, as they replenished exhausted
public treasuries, could then be used to stimulate the construction of more
units.
The manner in which the public bodies utilized incoming funds would
depend on their own methods of operation. A state which had made grants
could create a special fund as a source of subsequent grants. For a munic-
ipality which had provided real estate tax exemptions, the incoming pay-
ments could justify further exemptions to similar projects. Governmental
agencies on the national, state, and local levels engaging in low-interest
lending would have a cost-free source of funds for additional mortgage
loans.
The surcharge plan, however, would be somewhat ineffective at the
local level in smaller urban areas where the low-middle income housing
might consist of only one project. If, for example, the form of municipal
assistance was a long-term low-interest mortgage loan of a half million
dollars on a forty-unit structure, the one hundred dollars per month received
from four or five overincome occupants would not be much of an incentive
for the city to plan another project, particularly since the overincome pay-
ments might terminate upon a decline in the occupants' earnings. Thus, if
the activities of the local government in smaller municipalities are not con-
fined to tax abatements 190 and conventional renewal projects, the choice
will have to be made between providing occupants with a measure of
stability or ensuring that the units are occupied at all times by persons in
the intended income bracket.
B. The Resale Price
The limited income cooperator's right to resell his interest must in
some respects be restricted so that his potential market consists only of
persons eligible as original tenants and so that he will not profit inordinately
from governmental assistance. Market price is not the appropriate measure
since it would always include an increment based on the reduced monthly
charges made possible by the subsidies. The price should, however, be
permitted to take into account the care occupants give to their units as well
as the amounts they invest in them. Ordinary homeowners view expendi-
tures for debt retirement, upkeep, and improvements as substantial invest-
ments, and derive a sense of responsibility and independence from the
knowledge that the value of their interest in their home directly affects
their own net worth. These same benefits should attach to the limited
income cooperator's interest.
189 In a large-scale program such as that under § 221(d) (3), see note 117 mipra,
2,000 overincome tenants, if surcharged $20 per month on behalf of FNMA, would
contribute $480,000 annually.
190 In effect, tax exemptions for increases in value resulting from improvements
cost the city nothing if the project would not otherwise be attempted.
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1. Par and Book Value
Most cooperative schemes give the corporation a right to veto a mem-
ber's decision to transfer his interest 191 that enables it to limit the price a
departing tenant can obtain, the simplest limitation calling for resale at
"(par" 19 -- a constant specified price. In limited income housing programs,
the most logical par value would seem to be the amount of the tenant's
original down payment; however, use of the resale-at-par device obviously
fails to provide the occupant with the sense of home ownership desirable to
encourage care and improvements.
In connection with section 213 cooperatives, FHA has developed the
"book" value formula,19 3 book value being equal to the sum of the down
payment, amortization payments, and a share of corporate surpluses less
the share of the depreciation account attributable to the particular apart-
ment. The difficulty in applying this formula to apartments financed under
long-term mortgages is that for at least the first ten years of the life of the
structure, depreciation exceeds amortization, so that for a substantial period
book value is less than the original down payment. 9 4 In addition, book
value as defined would not reflect physical changes in the individual apart-
ment brought about by the tenant's activity or neglect.
2. An Adjusted Par Value Scheme
The defects of the "book" and "par" value approaches could in part be
obviated by a plan based on par value with increments and deductions cor-
responding to the tenant's contributions and delinquencies as a home owner.
If the apartment is to remain available to limited income families, it is not
always possible under present financing arrangements to permit the recoup-
ment of a cooperator's entire investment. A compromise must be struck
between permitting a departing tenant to draw off the full benefit of his
equity accumulations, which might place the purchase price beyond the reach
of low-middle income families, and maintaining the price at par, which would
give the entire benefit of amortization to the tenant who occupies the apart-
ment at the end of the mortgage term. Such a compromise is necessary be-
cause the cooperative mortgage covers the entire structure and an individual
occupant cannot prepay the debt attributable to his unit. Unlike individual
property encumbered by a prepayable mortgage loan, 95 cooperative property
does not have a purchase price set at the value of the dwelling and then
divided between the vendor and his mortgagee; rather, in the absence of re-
191E.g., FHA MODEL FORM OF BY-LAws art. III, §5(b) (Form No. 3245,
Nov. 1961); Willcox, Better Living for Less Money, FCH Company, Inc. Release.
192 See Willcox, Re-Sale Policies in Housing Cooperatives, FCH Company, Inc.
Release, Dec. 1960, p. 2.
19' FHA, MoDEL Foam oF BY-LAws art. VII, § 3 (Form No. 3245, Nov. 1961).
194 1961 Senate Hearings 800; S. REP. No. 281, 87th Cong., 1st Sess. 68 (1961)
(individual views of Senators Capehart, Bennett, and Beall).
19-5 FHA regulations contemplate the prepayment of insured mortgages. 24
C.F.R. §§ 202a.254, .256 (1962).
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strictions, the cooperative unit price is governed by the amount of equity
attributable to the unit which the corporation has accumulated through
amortization payments in excess of depreciation. Whereas the purchaser
of an individual dwelling can arrange his own mortgage which he can
amortize on terms similar to those obtainable on comparable new housing,
the grantee of a cooperative unit, in addition to having to compensate the
grantor immediately for his investment in the apartment, must continue
through monthly charges to contribute to the retirement of the pre-existing
mortgage.
The cooperative resale problem is complicated by the fact that pur-
chasing families of limited income cannot afford large down payments, so
that some appropriate financing arrangement has to be made available.
Since the total monthly carrying charges should not exceed a certain frac-
tion-usually one-sixth or one-fifth-190 of the earnings of low-middle in-
come families, the resale price should be low with very liberal financing
terms. An increase in monthly housing costs of eight to ten dollars at-
tributable to the resale price would not prevent a unit from continuing to
serve the same general income category as the other apartments. In the
case of apartments valued at ten to twelve thousand dollars, it would be
possible to allow a cooperator's equity to rise at an even rate over the mort-
gage term to about one-sixth of the total of the original value plus per-
manent improvements attributable to his unit. For a $10,000 apartment,
a cooperator would have an equity of $666.64 after twenty years of a forty-
year mortgage. With a down payment of $166.64 and a ten-year financing
period at 3.5% interest, less than five dollars per month would be added to
the purchasing tenant's housing costs. A $12,000 unit after thirty years
would involve an equity of $1,500 which could be paid for with $200 down
and $7.53 extra per month for twenty years.
Public control of cooperative resales has not yet been undertaken,
although the resale plan enumerated above could probably best be imple-
mented through a governmental agency.19 7 Refinancing of individual units
secured by the new member's interest in the cooperative is not yet gen-
erally available in the private market; 198 an authorized public agency could
lend the new tenant that portion of the purchase price which exceeds a rea-
sonable down payment for a low-middle income family and encumber his
interest in the cooperative to that extent. The handling of purchases and
resales by a public agency would also relieve the cooperative from building
a surplus for that purpose. By keeping a waiting list of eligible families,
the agency could alleviate the refinancing problem somewhat by directing
persons with the ability to make substantial down payments to units in
which the owners have built up sizeable equities.
196 See, e.g., 1961 Senate Hearings 738 (report of Sen. Sparkman) ; 1961 House
Hearings 562 (statement of Mr. Keith); see N.Y. PRIV. Hous. FIN. LAW § 31(2).
397 State or federal, depending on the nature of the particular projects.
1985 NAT'L CONF. Coop. Hous. REP. 20 (1962); Willcox, op. cit. supra note
192, p. 3.
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With respect to improvements, an agency official familiar with multi-
family unit values could appraise the condition of the apartment at the time
of resale and make an impartial determination of whatever value the oc-
cupant has added to or subtracted from his unit, taking into account the age
and condition of the entire structure and the equipment originally placed in
the apartment. Normal wear and tear would be excluded from considera-
tion, as would additions or alterations which detracted from neighboring
units or the building as a whole or which were unreasonable in the setting
of a low-middle income housing development. The possibility of surprise
at an appraiser's refusal to credit an improvement to the tenant because it
was unreasonable or detrimental could be eliminated by giving the co-
operators an opportunity to obtain pre-installation advice from the co-
operative board of directors and the public agency charged with servicing
resales.
3. Individual Unit Financing
The condominium presents an alternative solution to the problem of the
extent to which equity accumulations should affect resale prices. Because
of individual unit financing, the condominium not only provides its co-
owners with financial independence, but also enables subsequent purchasers
to make their own new financing arrangements freed from the double
burden characteristic of cooperatives of simultaneously paying off an exist-
ing mortgage according to its original terms and compensating the grantor
for accumulated equity. If individual financing was made available to co-
operators, the condominium and the cooperative would to that extent be
practically identical. By changing the more familiar device, the cooperative,
to secure financial independence and fairer resale prices, fewer changes in
present public programs would be required, and the hesitancy to deal with a
comparatively unknown concept such as the condominium would be avoided.
Individual purchase money mortgage loans for cooperators have been
suggested before, 9 9 but the idea has not been adopted in part because of
state banking laws which prohibit the acceptance of an estate less than a fee
as security for a loan unless repayment is insured by a federal agency. °
Public bodies engaged in financing cooperative construction obviously need
not be subjected to the same restrictions. Instead of making the entire loan
to the corporation, such public bodies should be able to make loans secured
by long-term or automatically renewable proprietary leases directly to the
intended occupants. The subsidies involved in these projects make the oc-
cupancy a desirable bargain, so that the leases are more than adequate
security for the loans.
'99 Note, 61 HARv. L Rrv. 1407, 1412-14 (1948).
200 See, e.g., IND. A~NN. STAT. § 18-3301 (1950), § 18-1307 (Supp. 1962); N.Y.
BANKING LAW § 103. In some states, leasehold mortgages may not exceed a rather
low proportion of the appraised value of the leasehold, unless the loan is federally
insured. E.g., NJ. STAT. ANN. §§ 17:9A-66 (4), -68A (1950).
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Restrictions on the resale prices would still be necessary to prevent the
original tenants from drawing off the heavy govermental subsidies. Ac-
cordingly, that portion of the resale price corresponding to equity accumula-
tions should not exceed amortization payments minus depreciation. The
system for adjusting the price to account for improvements and damage to
the unit brought about by the tenant could be similar to the system proposed
for ordinary cooperative resales.
20 1
C. Termination of the Occupant's Interest
Some proprietary leases contain conditions couched in general terms
which may result in the termination of a cooperator's interest. One widely
used condition provides that the cooperative corporation may terminate the
cooperator's right of occupancy if eighty percent of all the cooperators
decide that because of his "objectionable conduct," his continued tenancy
is "undesirable." 09 No standards are set out in the lease by which "ob-
jectionable conduct" is to be judged. Under the FHA Model Occupancy
Agreement, the individual's interest is conditioned upon his refraining
from acts which will "annoy" his fellow cooperators.20 3 A cooperator who
is subject to action by the corporation under either of these clauses will
find it difficult to defend himself against unwarranted charges of misconduct.
Since the federal government has now taken affirmative action to
prevent discrimination in the disposition of federally assisted housing 204
and several important states have made discrimination in subsidized 205 and
multifamily housing 20 6 unlawful, government-aided cooperative housing
is being made available to mixed groups. Ingrained prejudice and in-
tolerance may cause a group of cooperators to seek the eviction of an un-
popular tenant, and the vague conditions attached to his interest would
undoubtedly facilitate their efforts. Obviously, it is enough of a hardship
for a tenant to have to resist a hostile cooperative management when the
201 See p. 661 supra.
2 0 2 VOGEL, THE Co-op APARTMENT app. A, at 79 (1960). Similar provisions
are found at 7 DUNL A-HANNA, PENNSYLVANIA FORMS § 4527, at 130.17, § 4528, at
130.54 (Meyer ed. 1962), but these require only a two-thirds vote.
2 0 3 Art. 5 (Form No. 3237, April 1962).
2 04 Exec. Order No. 11063, 27 Fed. Reg. 11527 (1962); 27 Fed. Reg. 11802
(1962), as amended, 27 Fed. Reg. 12126 (1962).
205 E.g., N.Y. Civ. RiGHTS LAW §§ 18-a, to -e, New York State Comm'n Against
Discrimination v. Pelham Hall Apartments, Inc., 10 Misc. 2d 334, 170 N.Y.S.2d 750
(Sup. Ct 1958) (held constitutional); CAL. HEAT & SAsv-w CODE § 35720; N.J.
STAT. ANN. § 18:25-4 (Supp. 1961), Levitt & Sons, Inc. v. Division Against Dis-
crimination, 31 N.J. 514, 158 A.2d 177, appeal dismissed, 363 U.S. 418 (1960) (held
constitutional). But see O'Meara v. Washington State Board Against Discrimination,
58 Wash. 2d 793, 365 P.2d 1 (1961), cert. denied, 369 U.S. 839 (1962) (WASH. REV.
CODE ANN. § 49.60.030(3) (1962) held unconstitutional). The amount of public
assistance or control which must be present in order to render the acts of a housing
supplier "state action" and thus subject to the equal protection clause of the federal
constitution remains an open question. See McGhee & Ginger, The House I Live In,
46 CORNE.L L.Q. 194, 207-14 (1961); Note, Is There a Civil Right to Houing
Accommodations?, 33 NoRE DAME LAW. 463, 468-76 (1958).
2 06 CONN. GEN. STAT. REv. § 53-35 (Supp. 1961); MAss. ANN. LAws ch. 151B,
§ 4(6) (Supp. 1961).
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conditions of his lease are entirely straightforward and capable of simple
proof or disproof; forcing him to defend against such indefinite charges as
being "annoying" or "objectionable" is to entrust his tenure virtually to
the whim of the other tenants. There must therefore be a prohibition of
such vague conditions on a tenant's occupancy to ensure that limited income
families will be able to live in publicly assisted housing free from disruptive
discrimination.
V. CONCLUSION
Certainly, cooperatives and condominiums are not the only appropriate
forms for governmental assistance to housing which accommodates the
moderate income groups. Rental programs and low-cost individual homes
may continue to be the major areas of activity. Nevertheless, cooperaiive
apartment projects have proved able to convert public aid into housing
which families in the low-middle income bracket could afford. If govern-
mental bodies continue to utilize the cooperative form, they should define
the occupant's interest so as to take into account the family need for security
and independence through the establishment of a permanent home and
instill in the occupants a sense of responsibility for the upkeep and man-
agement of their units.
Edward P. Scott
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